Thc adaptive body lilted gnd generalion method for moving boundaries 
Introduction
RF MEMS technology has been developed rapidly, because of the advantage over p-i-n diode or FET switeheslll.l21. . By using a transformation with a time factor, it i s possible to apply the grid generation technique of [7] to the time-domain analysis of the moving object. It is a feahlre that makes the new method especially useful far analyzing moving objecls of arbitrary shape. In this paper, this simulation method is applied to the analysis of a two-dimensional MEMS variable capacitor with accelerated motion derived from the coupling of the mechanical and Maxwell equations.
Two-Dimensional Variable capacitor with Accelerated Motion ENeet
The geometry considered here is shown in Fig.1 . Under the combined effect of mechanical and electrical force, the two plates are assumed to move forx-dirsction. In the case of two-dimensional TM-propagation, as shown in Fig.] , the only nonzero components are Ex. Ey, Hz, and they exhibit a time evolution expresszd by:
where E , p are the COnStiNtive parameters of respective medium. Under the combined effect of mechanical and electrical force, the plate moves until the equilibrium between the electrostatic and mechanical forces is reached. These forces are expressed in the following equations, respectively.
F, = mx"+bx'+b:
,where Fm means spring force , F e means electrostatic force, m is the mass ofthe plate, b is the mechanical resistance, k is the spring eonstant and V i s the bias voltage. From the equilibrium between spring force and electrostatic force, 4 6 ) is derived.
Then, from 4 6 ) . the acceleration x'' is obtained. In Fig.1 Fig.1 , the transform equations between the physical and the computational regions are chosen as :
"'=---y2 I ac -*x'+la 2 ax 
The functions h,(r),h,(I),h,(t),h,(t) ,describe the movement along the x axis, and allow for lhe realization of a rectangular grid with stationary boundary conditions. The panial lime-derivatives in the transformed domain ((,q,r) can be expressed in terms of the parlid derivatives of the onginal domain (x.y.1) using eqs. (7)- (13). The FDTD technique can provide\ the lime-domain solution of the rectangular ({,q,r) grid. The stability criterion'in this case is chosen as CAI 5 SI&, where 6 = Azo = Ayo, assuming the grid is uniformly discretired in both diretiom. In general, S i s a space increment for x and y direction when the g i d increment is minimum (minimum cell size).
Numerical R e s k
To validate this approach, numerical results are calculated for a two-dimensional variable capacitor with the movement of the finger only to the x-direction. The grid includes Mu's absorbing boundary conditions. Here, the left plate is assumed to move due to the coupling of the electrostatic and the mechanical forces. Fig.2 
